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Virhov Rudolf (1821-1902) was one of the outstanding German scientists in the second half of XIX century and at the same time a politician. He was a doctor, a pathologist, a histologist, a physiologist, the founder of the cellular theory in biology and medicine, theories of cellular pathology in medicine, he was known also as an archeologist, an anthropologist and a paleontologist.
He was born in October, 13th, 1821 in a small town of Shifelbejne, a Prussian province of Pomorze. Having ended a course at the Berlin medical institute Fridriha -Vilgelma in 1843, Virhov arrived as an assistant at the Berlin hospital. In 1847 he acquired the right of teaching and together with Benno Rejnhardom based a magazine "Arebiv fur pathol. Anatomie u. Physiologie u. fiir klin. Medicin", using nowadays popularity, under the name of Virhovsky Archive. In 1848 he has headed chair «Pathological anatomy and histology» In 1856 he came back to Berlin as the professor of pathological anatomy, general pathology and therapy, and the director, of again founded, pathological institute. This institute has soon became the centre of gravity for young scientific countries.
Scientific community of the world is very obliged to Virhovu and its institute – he, the founder, so-called, cellular pathology in which disease processes are reduced to changes in ability to live of elementary smallest parts of an animal organism - its cells. Views of this scientific theory, in connection with successes of chemistry and physiology, have for ever released medicine from any speculative hypothesis and constructions, and have closely connected it with extensive area of natural sciences. As a pathologist and in particular a histologist, Virhov established independently histology-physiological essence of many disease processes ( leukemia, thrombosis, parts of new growths), he explained the normal structure of many bodies and separate tissues; hal shown presence of live cells a connecting tissue and its versions; found that in pathologically changed bodies and new growths there are ordinary physiological types of tissues, found out the structure of a mucous tissue and an intermediate tissue of nervous system;  proved the possibility of new growths of grey substance of the brain, explained dependence of the form of a skull on a union of seams. As an anthropologist, Virhov promoted the works on establishment of anatomic features of races. As a biologist, he had boldness to defend isolation of an element of life, as the beginnings sui generis. Thereformed his well-known thesis "omnis ceilula е cellula" (the cell occurs only from a cell), the finished, well-known dispute of biologists on self-origin of organisms. As the figure in the field of public hygiene, Virhov is known for the works on research of the illnesses connected to deprivations and hunger, and also leprosy, the participation in socially-hygienic actions for the device of hospitals, schools. Anthropological researches of Virhov have resulted from archaeological searches which he made across Germany and in other countries of Europe. In 1888 he traveled Egypt and Nubia, made the curious researches over imperial mummies in the Bulaksky museum, and compared them to the remained images of tsars. On prehistoric antiquities he finished the works as the basis in Berlin "the German museum of clothes and house utensils".


